Name: Capt. Skids
Personality: Hot-headed enforcer of the laws of
his planet. He doesn’t know if he should help
the humans or wipe them out.
Allies: None
Foes: Unknown Robots
Captain Skids was the youngest robot in his
police unit. But when war struck his world and
the brother of their leader fled, Captain Skids
went after him. The raw jump through the warp
gate left Capt. Skids shaken up pretty bad. He
crashed on Earth in a car lot. Liking the looks
of a nearby sports car, Capt. Skids assumed
its form. Getting used to humans proved to be
difficult. One night while parked in a downtown
district, several young men tried to break into
him. Capt. Skids turned into his robot form and
sent all of them to the hospital with severe
trauma from kicking them. On another occasion he witnessed a robbery where one human
shot another, which made Capt. Skids wonder
if there was a war going on here just like on his
world. While out on the highway Capt. Skids
finally tracked down Big Bear, and went to
work trying to bring him in. When a human was
hurt during the scuffle, Big Bear scolded Capt.
Skids and told him to recalculate what he was
doing. The young robot sped off and began to
really think things through. Capt. Skids still follows Big Bear wherever he goes, but now
works to help humans in need instead of constantly hating them.
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Transform:<Robot to sports car>: 40
-Car Speed: 40
Armored Chasse: 30

Weakness <Major>: Recharge: Because of the power he uses, Capt. Skids must
consume large amounts of energy 1 hour a week. This can cause rolling blackouts
and other events on the power grid. If he can’t, Capt. Skids suffers –10 to all
stats per day until he reaches zero. Then he goes into hibernation.

Law Enforcement +20
Engineering +20

Large Laser Pistol: 20 Armor Piercing Damage
-fires 30 shots and then needs to be recharged
Large Sword: 40 damage, 70 material
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Name: Big Bear
Personality: Self-righteous and a little overbearing when it comes to his friend Bear.
Allies: Troy ‘Bear’ Peterson
Foes: Unknown Robots
Somewhere in another time and another dimension, a war raged between two robot social classes. When it became too much, one of
the leaders fled through a warp gate and
ended up being thrown out of his reality and
into this one. He crashed in the Nevada desert, destroying a parked tractor-trailer. This
vehicle belonged to one Troy ‘Bear’ Peterson,
an Army vet who was known for kicking butt at
just about every truck stop he frequented. As
the robot stood there, Bear barked up a storm.
The robot looked at the ruined truck and in an
instant transformed into an exact copy. Bear
stood there in amazement and when the
driver’s door opened and the robot said “Get
in.” Bear knew he had a new friend. Not knowing how to pronounce the robot’s name, Bear
started referring to it at ‘Big Bear’. The name
stuck. The two traveled across America, stopping for pickups and recharging. One day while
cruising down the highway Big Bear came
across another of his race that was in the form
of a car. The two vehicles stopped and Bear
got out. Before he could move away, the car
turned into a robot and attacked Big Bear.
Bear was thrown over the side of a guardrail
and smacked his head on a rock. Big Bear was
able to drive the other robot away, but his
friend was seriously injured. Big Bear took him
to the local hospital and hit the highway hoping to avoid another encounter and has been
on the move ever since.

Big Bear
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Transform:<Robot to truck>: 40
-Truck Speed: 20

Weakness <Major>: Recharge: Because of the power he uses, Big Bear must
consume large amounts of energy 1 hour a week. This can cause rolling blackouts
and other events on the power grid. If he can’t, Big Bear suffers –10 to all
stats per day until he reaches zero. Then he goes into hibernation.

Military +30
Engineering +30

Large Laser Rifle: 40 Armor Piercing Damage
-fires 50 shots and then needs to be recharged
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